To all PBCC members

Now that the garden route, including Plett, has been designated as a hotspot for covid-19 infections the club has to make a few changes and tighten up on existing protocols and regulations. but most important is the wearing of a face mask at all times around and inside the clubhouse

As of Wednesday 16th December 2020, the following will apply

1. Bag storage rooms remain closed to members.
2. Locker rooms and showers to be closed.
3. Half-way-house to remain as is at the moment but if numbers continue to increase we will have to go back to the grab and go with disposable cups for coffee and packets for the food.
   Please remember to pre-order any cooked food such as toasted sandwiches etc for half way before you tee off.
4. Enforced social distance on the veranda and bar ie no tables to be pulled together, must remain as 4 balls.
5. Bar service to remain as is with players fetching drinks from the bar.
6. Staff are on a split shift to reduce chances of infection but all service staff face disciplinary action if they serve a player or guest who is not wearing a mask, as was stated by the Covid Command Council any business, owner or manager that is found to be serving customers who are not wearing masks, face fines and or criminal charges.

Season Golf

We seem to be fortunate that our golf bookings are high for the season so a plea to the members to maintain a good pace of play at all times, play ready golf whenever possible and ensure that you keep up with the players ahead of you.

1 course marshal will be parked permanently at the 6th hole and the 13th hole to monitor pace of play and sell a few cooldrinks but please maintain social distance at all times if you do purchase anything from them.

Caddies

Also to note the Club has undertaken to assist any registered PCA caddie who tests positive for the covid virus with a payment equal to the government social grant of R350 for the 10 days they have to isolate to ensure they follow the protocols and have some money to keep going. All caddies that report for duty are screened by the caddie master who has instructions to send any caddie that is showing symptoms to the clinic for testing and thereafter all relevant documentation must be produced before they are permitted back on the course.

Please stay safe and keep wearing you mask

Greg Phillips
Manager